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There’s a Snapchat Filter That Makes You Look
Just Like Tom Silva
We stumbled upon a �lter that bears a striking resemblance to someone we know...

By Laura Testino of ThisOldHouse.com
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We all want to be Tom Silva when we grow up. He joined This Old House in 1986, and over the 32 years

that followed, has provided endless expertise as our resident general contractor. All the while, he sported

a stylish ‘stache.SHARES
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Thanks to Snapchat, you can try the famous facial hair on for size, and even with a pair of glasses "safety

goggles." We went ahead and applied the �lter to the rest of the TOH crew. (You're welcome.)

- ARTICLE CONTINUES UNDER VIDEO PLAYER -

Although, of course, you can barely see the difference when we apply the �lter to Tommy.
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Try it out yourself and leave us a photo of your (unof�cial) Tommy Silva Snapchat �lter photo in the

comments below!

OTHER VIDEOS

Ask This Old House: Tom Silva’s Greatest Hits
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science teacher is talking to class and wearing a

lab coat with fun pop culture badges

Tom Silva and Roger Cook on a job site
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‘This Old House’ Inspired This Middle School Teacher’s
Lesson Plan

Tom Silva and Roger Cook Preach Caution for Those
Returning to Storm-Damaged Homes

6 Questions for Tom Silva Tips with Tommy: The Power of Epoxy

Tips with Tommy: Bonding Basics Tips with Tommy: Get a Heavy-Duty Hold

SPONSORED STORIES

Tom Silva portrait Tom Silva demonstrates the application of

Gorilla Glue epoxy on the split end of a wooden

broom handle

Tom Silva holds a tube of Gorilla Glue

multipurpose glue that bonds instantly to any

surface

Tom Silva uses a caulk gun to demonstrate

application of a tube of Gorilla Blue heavy duty

construction adhesive
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